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(54) ECRITURE D'INFORMATION DE COMMANDE EN UN POINT UNIQUE
(54) SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING CONTROL INFORMATION FROM A CONTROL SYSTEM TO CONTROL STORES IN A COMMUNICATION SWITCH

(57) L’invention concerne un système permettant de fournir une information de commande provenant d’un système de commande à plusieurs mémoires de commande (MC) dans un commutateur. Ce système comprend un point de commande recevant une

(57) The invention relates to a system for providing control information from a control system to a number of control stores in a switch. The system comprises a control point which receives control information for distribution to predetermined control stores. The control
information de commande relative à la répartition dans des mémoires de commande prédéterminées. L’information de commande pour une connexion point à point comprend un premier code de commande (C1) et un second code de commande (C2). Ce système comprend en outre une première liaison permettant de fournir le premier code de commande (C1) à une première mémoire de commande, un certain nombre de liaisons à activation sélective dont chacune fournit, lorsqu’elle est active, un second code de commande (C2) provenant du point de commande à une autre mémoire de commande respective, et des circuits permettant d’activer une des liaisons à activation sélective en réponse au premier code de commande (C1).

information for a point-to-point connection includes a first control code (C1) and a second control code (C2). The system further comprises a first link providing the first control code (C1) to a first control store, a number of selectively active links, each of which provides, when active, the second control code (C2) from the control point to a respective further control store, and circuitry for activating one of the selectively active links in response to the first control code (C1).
The invention relates to a system for providing control information from a control system to a number of control stores in a switch. The system comprises a control point which receives control information for distribution to predetermined control stores. The control information for a point-to-point connection includes a first control code (C1) and a second control code (C2). The system further comprises a first link providing the first control code (C1) to a first control store, a number of selectively active links, each of which provides, when active, the second control code (C2) from the control point to a respective further control store, and circuitry for activating one of the selectively active links in response to the first control code (C1).
SINGLE POINT WRITING OF CONTROL INFORMATION

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The present invention generally relates to telecommunications and a method and system for providing control information to control stores in a communication switch.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
In a circuit-switched communication switch, point-to-point connections are generally established under the control of a control system which sets appropriate control stores in the switch structure so as to create circuits between predetermined input multiple positions and predetermined output multiple positions.

In distributed or modular communication switches, it is normally necessary for the control system to provide control information, for each point-to-point connection, to more than one control store in the switch. The control stores associated with a point-to-point connection in such a distributed switch are generally arranged in different switch modules in the switch. The normal procedure is to let the traffic control software in the control system interface each control store associated with the point-to-point connection in question. However, this renders the traffic control software rather complex. In addition, it is normally not possible to utilize conventional standard traffic control software already developed and available for ordinary non-modular switches.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The present invention overcomes these and other drawbacks of the prior art arrangements.

It is a general object of the invention to provide a method and system for efficiently providing control information, for a point-to-point connection, from a control system to a number of control stores in a communication switch.
It is also an object of the invention to provide a communication switch which comprises a system for efficiently providing control information, for a point-to-point connection, from a control system to a number of control stores in the communication switch.

This object and other objects are met by the invention as defined by the accompanying claims.

In accordance with a general inventive concept, a system for providing control information from a control system to a number of control stores in a communication switch is provided. The system generally comprises a control point which receives control information from the control system to distribute the control information to predetermined control stores in the communication switch. The control information includes at least a first control code C1 and a second control code C2. These control codes C1 and C2 constitute control information for a point-to-point connection through the communication switch. The system further comprises:

a first hardware link connecting the control point to a predetermined first control store in the switch for providing the first control code C1 from the control point to the first control store;

a number of selectively active hardware links, each one of which connects the control point to a respective predetermined further control store to provide, when active, the second control code C2 from the control point to the further control store; and

circuitry arranged to activate at least one of the selectively active hardware links in response to the first control code C1.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the link activating circuitry is a decoder which includes a first control input for receiving the first control code C1, a second input for receiving the second control code C2, and selectively active outputs. Each one of the selectively active outputs is connected to the second input by an internal connection, and to a respective one of the
selectively active hardware links. The decoder further includes decoding circuitry, preferably in the form of a gate network, connected to the first control input for decoding the first control code C1 to activate one of the selectively active outputs so as to forward the second control code C2 through the activated output, thus activating the corresponding hardware link.

Preferably, the communication switch is a modular switch which comprises a number of switch modules cooperating with switch adapter modules. In an illustrative communication switch, the first control store is arranged in a switch adapter module, whereas the further control stores are arranged in different switch modules.

The invention offers the following advantages:
- control information is provided to the control stores in the switch in an efficient manner;
- the complexity of the traffic control software in the control system is prevented from increasing to unreasonably high levels; and
- the control system need not be concerned about the internal hardware configuration of the communication switch, and traffic control software already developed for conventional switches can be used.

Other advantages offered by the present invention will be appreciated upon reading of the below description of the embodiments of the invention.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

The novel features believed characteristic of the invention are set forth in the appended claims. The invention itself, however, as well as other features and advantages thereof will be best understood by reference to the detailed description of the specific embodiments which follows, when read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein:
Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram showing pertinent components of an illustrative communication switch incorporating a system for providing control information from a control system to control stores in the switch according to a preferred embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram of a practical implementation of a control point according to an illustrative embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram generally illustrating the transfer of control information from a control system to a control point and from the control point over a hardware link to a control store, according to the invention;

Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram of an illustrative example of the overall architecture of a modular switch structure based on TS-modules according to the invention;

Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram of an example of a modular communication switch incorporating a system for providing control information to control stores according to the invention; and

Fig. 6 is a schematic flow diagram illustrating a method for providing control information from a control system to control stores in a communication switch, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION**

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram showing pertinent components of an illustrative communication switch incorporating a system for providing control information to control stores according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. The communication switch 2 is a modular switch, also referred to as a distributed switch, which comprises a number of switch modules. For clarity only three switch modules 3-5, module A, module B and module C, are illustrated. Each switch module generally includes a number of control stores CS, but for clarity
and simplicity, each switch module is illustrated with a single control store. The switch modules A, B and C, include the control stores 15, 16 and 17, respectively. In this illustrative example, the switch modules B and C act as input interface to the overall switch 2 and receive input data DATA IN to the switch 2. The outputs OUT of the switch modules B and C are connected to the inputs IN of the switch module A which acts as output interface of the overall switch 2 and outputs data DATA OUT from the switch 2. As an example, the switch module A may be a switch module with a space switching functionality, and the switch modules B and C may be conventional time-space switch modules.

In order to establish a point-to-point connection through the overall distributed switch 2, control information has to be provided from a control system 1 to more than one control store in the switch 2. In this example it is assumed that in order to establish a point-to-point connection through the switch 2, control information has to be provided to the control store 15 in switch module A, and to at least one of the control stores 16 and 17 in switch modules B and C.

According to the present invention, for each point-to-point connection through the distributed switch 2, the control system 1 writes control information that establishes a complete point-to-point connection into a single control point such as a register 11. The control information is normally transferred in parallel over a link from the control system 1 to the control point. From this point, appropriate parts of the control information is then distributed to the respective control stores 15, 16, 17 through hardware links. Hence, the switch 2 is further provided with a register 11 and associated hardware links 12, 13, 14. The register 11 receives control information which includes a first control code C1 and a second control code C2 from the control system. The first control code C1 and the second control code C2 constitute control information for a point-to-point connection through the switch 2. The first control code C1 relates to the control store 15 in switch module A, and the second control code C2 relates to one of the control stores 16, 17 in modules B and C. The control system also
provides address information, a first address code A1 associated with the first control code C1 and a second address code A2 associated with the second control code C2, to the register 11. The address codes A1 and A2 determines the storage positions in the control stores 15 and 16/17 into which the control codes C1 and C2, respectively, are written. Hence address code A1 relates to control store 15 and points out a storage position therein for control code C1, and address code A2 relates to one of the control stores 16, 17 and points out a storage position therein for control code C2. A hardware link 12 connects the register 11 to the control store 15 in module A and provides the first control code C1 from the register 11 to the control store 15. A selectively active hardware link 13 connects the register 11 to the control store 16 in module B to provide, when active, the second control code C2 from the register 11 to the control store 16. A selectively active hardware link 14 connects the register 11 to the control store 17 in module C to provide, when active, the second control code C2 to the control store 17.

Of course, each switch module 3-5 includes conventional write logic circuitry which receives the control code and address code in question for performing the actual writing of the control code into the corresponding control store according to the associated address code. This will be explained in more detail in connection with Fig. 3.

The register 11 is normally considered as a real hardware register, and it is easier to understand the invention when thinking of the register 11 in that way. In a preferred practical implementation however, the register 11 is generally realized as a virtual register. The individual bits of the control and address information are placed in a determined way on the link from the control system, and any arbitrary point along this link can be viewed as a virtual register. The control and address information passes the virtual register flying.

Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram of a practical implementation of a control point according to an illustrative embodiment of the invention. In this particular
example, the control system 1 transfers the control information C1, C2 and the address information A1, A2 in parallel over a link to a control point. Preferably, the control point comprises a virtual register, and the control and address information passes the virtual register flying. In the virtual register, the parallel information received from the control system is divided and passed on in different directions, as indicated in Fig. 2. The first control code C1 and its associated address information A1 are directed to the control store in Module A (not shown, see Fig. 1) on the hardware link 12. The second control code C2 and the address code A2 are transferred to a decoder provided in connection to the virtual register. The first control code C1 is also transferred to the decoder from the virtual register.

The decoder is preferably realized as a decoding and activating state machine in a conventional manner; by way of example as a gate network. The decoder generally includes a first control input for receiving the first control code C1, a second input for receiving the second control code C2 and the associated address code A2, and selectively active outputs that are connected to the hardware links 13 and 14, respectively. Each one of the selectively active outputs is connected to the second input by an internal connection, and to a respective one of the second and third hardware links 13, 14. The decoder, also referred to as a link activator, further comprises decoding circuitry that decodes the first control code C1 and activates one of the selectively active outputs in accordance with the decoded first control code, thus activating the corresponding hardware link. In this way, the second control code C2 and the associated address code A2 are forwarded through the activated output onto the corresponding hardware link. Consequently, it can be seen that the "activation" of the selectively active hardware links 13, 14 is handled by the decoder. The decoder decodes the bit or bits in the first control code C1 to determine which hardware link 13/14 to activate such that the control code C2 and the associated address code A2 are transported on the relevant hardware link 13/14. Here, the first control code C1 is used as control information in the
control store 15 in module A, but also as information for activating the appropriate hardware link 13/14.

It should be understood that the switch 2 may include an arbitrary number of further switch modules, each of which comprises a respective control store that is connected to the control point through a selectively active hardware link, similar to the hardware links 13, 14. The decoder is then responsive to the first control code C1 to activate one of the selectively active hardware links, including the hardware links 13, 14 and the hardware links to the control stores of the further switch modules.

Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram generally illustrating the transfer of control information from a control system to a control point and from the control point over a hardware link to a control store, according to the invention. A control system 21 writes control information C and address information A to a control point. The control point is preferably similar to that shown in Fig. 2. For simplicity, only a single hardware link and a single control store are illustrated in Fig. 3. The illustrated hardware link may as an example be thought of as any of the hardware links 12, 13 and 14 of Fig. 2; links 13 and 14 when active. The writing is performed flying such that the control and address information is directly transferred to a buffer 22 forming part of a hardware link. Normally, the control system 21 also provides parity information P associated with the control and address information. The control information C, address information A and parity information P are then moved from the link buffer 22 to a parallel-to-serial converter P/S 23 under the control of a counter 24. A link interface 25 connects the P/S-converter 23 to a serial-to-parallel converter S/P 27, and transmits the address information A, the control information C and the parity bit P, in that order, to the S/P-converter 27. The link interface 25 is a serial interface containing time slots in which the bits of the information P, C, A to be transported over the interface are placed. The counter 24 controls the allocation of time slots in the serial flow on the link interface 25. The counter 26 controls the conversion of the serial information flow in the S/P-converter 27. The
control information C and the address information A are forwarded from the S/P-converter 27 to an addressing unit (AU) 28 interfacing a control store (CS) 29. The control store 29 comprises a number of storage positions. First, the addressing unit 28 receives the address information A which points out a specific storage position in the control store 29. Next, the control information C is transferred from the S/P-converter 27 to the addressing unit 28 and subsequently to the designated storage position in the control store 29. The synchronization of the link interface 25 is handled by a synchronization signal that is available on all boards in the system.

In Fig. 3, the hardware link is implemented as a serial interface, and the complete hardware link is considered to include the buffer 22, the P/S-converter 23 with associated counter 24, the serial link interface 25 as well as the S/P-converter 27 with associated counter 26. It should be understood that the hardware link of Fig. 3 is merely an illustrative example of a hardware link, and that the invention is not limited to the illustrated embodiment. In fact, any suitable hardware link known to the art can be used to transfer control information to a control store. For example, if the control point and a corresponding control store are arranged on the same circuit board, it is of course appropriate to utilize a parallel interface.

For a better understanding, the invention will now be described with reference to an illustrative example of a modular or distributed communication switch. The communication switch is a modular time-space switch, in which the space-switching functionality of the overall switch core is divided between time-space (TS) switch modules and switch adapter modules. Accordingly, there are control stores in the time-space switch modules as well as in the switch adapters. This means that for each connection through the modular switch, control information has to be provided to the control store in a predetermined switch adapter module as well as to a predetermined control store in an associated switch module.
Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram of an illustrative example of the overall architecture of a modular switch structure based on TS-modules and switch adapter modules. The modular switch structure 30 comprises a matrix 31 of TS-switch units, also referred to as TS-switch modules, XMB0-0 to XMB7-7, and a number of switch adapter modules or switch adapter boards 32 arranged in groups SAB0-7, SAB8-15, ..., SAB56-63. Each group of switch adapter boards is associated with a predetermined row of TS-modules XMB in the matrix 31 for inputting data to be stored in the speech stores of these TS-modules XMB. Each group of switch adapter boards is also associated with a predetermined column of TS-modules XMB in the matrix 31 for output of selected data from the TS-modules XMB in the column. The switch adapter boards SAB generally act as input interface as well as output interface of the switch structure 30.

The association of each group of switch adapter boards with a respective predetermined column of TS-modules is indicated in Fig. 4, where each group of switch adapter boards is enclosed together with its corresponding column of TS-modules XMB by solid lines. The bold lines in Fig. 4 are provided only to facilitate the reading of the drawing. The association of each group of switch adapter boards with a respective predetermined row of TS-modules is quite straightforward and therefore not indicated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5 is a more detailed schematic diagram of an example of a modular communication switch incorporating a system for providing control information to control stores according to the invention. The modular switch 40 comprises four TS-switch modules XMB0-0 to XMB1-1 arrangeable as a 2x2 matrix and 16 switch adapter modules or boards SAB0 to SAB15. For simplicity, only the switch adapter boards SAB0, SAB1 and SAB 15 are illustrated. The switch adapter boards SAB0 to SAB15 are arranged into two groups with 8 boards in each group; SAB0-SAB7 in a first group and SAB8-SAB15 in a second group. In this particular example, each TS-switch module XMB is a 64K TS-switch unit.
with an 8x8 speech store matrix of speech stores SS, associated multiplexors and control stores CS, 8 input terminals IN and 8 output terminals OUT.

The first group of adapter boards SAB0-7 is associated with the first row of TS-switch modules XMB0-0 and XMB0-1, and each switch adapter board SAB in that group is associated with a respective predetermined input terminal position of the TS-switch modules XMB0-0 and XMB0-1 in that row for transferring data from the switch adapter board to the TS-switch module speech stores SS that are associated with that input terminal position. Correspondingly, the second group of adapter boards SAB8-15 is associated with the second row of switch modules XMB1-0 and XMB1-1. Each switch adapter board SAB of the second group SAB8-15 is associated with a respective predetermined input terminal position of the switch modules XMB1-0 and XMB1-1 in the second row for transferring data to the speech stores SS associated with that input terminal position.

In this particular example, each switch adapter board SAB comprises an input interface for a number of incoming digital links in the front, a time-multiplexing unit TM, a distribution point, a controllable selector in the form of a 2/1 multiplexor 2/1 MUX associated with a control store CS 45. The time-multiplexing unit TM multiplexes data from the incoming links into a single stream of time-multiplexed data, and the output terminal of the time-multiplexing unit TM is connected to the distribution point which receives the stream of multiplexed data from the time-multiplexing unit. The distribution point is connected to the switch module input terminals IN at a predetermined input terminal position, as described above, and distributes the multiplexed data thereto via an interface such that all speech stores SS, in each of the switch modules XMB in the associated row, that are connected to an input terminal IN at that position receives the multiplexed data.

Each group of switch adapter boards is also associated with a predetermined column of switch modules XMB in the matrix. The first group of adapter boards
SAB0-7 is associated with the first column of switch modules XMB0-0 and XMB1-0, and each switch adapter board SAB in that group is associated with a respective predetermined output terminal position of the switch modules XMB0-0 and XMB1-0 in that column for fetching data from the output terminals OUT at that position. Correspondingly, the second group of adapter boards SAB8-15 is associated with the second column of switch modules XMB0-1 and XMB1-1.

The 2/1 multiplexor 2/1 MUX in the switch adapter board is connected to the switch module output terminals OUT at a predetermined output terminal position for receiving data therefrom. The associated control store CS 45 is connected to the 2/1 multiplexor 2/1 MUX and holds control information which controls the multiplexor. The controllable 2/1 multiplexor selects data from one of the output terminals OUT at the predetermined output terminal position as selector output data, in response to the control information in the control store CS 45.

In Fig. 5, a system for providing control information to control stores according to the invention is indicated. For reasons of clarity and simplicity, only those parts of the modular switch structure 40 that are pertinent to the control information aspect of the invention will be described in the following.

In general, for a point-to-point connection through the modular switch 40 shown in Fig. 5 control information has to be provided to a control store in a predetermined switch adapter board as well as to a control store in a predetermined TS-switch module.

According to the present invention, for each point-to-point connection, the traffic control software in the control system (not shown) writes control information that establishes a complete point-to-point connection, into a single control point 41. From this control point, the control information is then provided to the relevant control stores through hardware links. Hence, the switch structure 40 further comprises a number of control points 41 and
associated hardware links 42, 43, 44. Each control point 41 is associated with a respective switch adapter board. For simplicity, only a single control point 41 and a single set of hardware links 42, 43, 44 are indicated in Fig. 5. The control point 41 is operative to receive control information which includes a first control code C1 and a second control code C2. The first control code C1 relates to the control store 45 in the switch adapter board SAB0, and the second control code C2 relates to the control store 46/47 in one of the associated switch modules XMB0-0 and XMB1-0. The hardware link 42 connects the control point 41 to the control store 45 in the switch adapter board SAB0. The hardware links 43 and 44 are selectively active and connects the control point 41 to the control stores 46 and 47, respectively. The first control code C1 is provided to the control store 45 through the hardware link 42. According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, this first control code C1 controls the 2/1 multiplexor 2/1 MUX associated with the control store 45, but also controls which one of the hardware links 43 and 44 that is to be activated. In the same manner as described above in connection with Fig. 2, a conventional decoder (not shown) receives and decodes the control code C1, and activates hardware link 43 or 44 based on the decoded control code C1. Next, the second control code C2 is provided on the activated hardware link 43/44 to the corresponding control store 46/47. The second control code C2 controls read-out of data from the TS-switch modules XMB.

Preferably, each control point 41 is arranged on its associated switch adapter board. This means that the hardware link from the control point 41 to the control store 45 in the switch adapter board is simplified compared to the hardware link of Fig. 3. No serial interface is required, since the control point 41 and the control store 45 are arranged on the same board, and the parallel information from the control point 41 is directly transferred to the control store 45 via an addressing unit.

According to the invention, there is generally no need to change the traffic control software for a distributed or modular TS-switch compared to the traffic
control software for a conventional non-modular TS-switch core. This will be explained below with reference to an illustrative example.

First, assume that each input line to the TS-switch modules XMB handles 8192 time slots, and that each speech store SS and each control store CS in the TS-switch modules has 8192 positions, such that the overall switch structure 40 shown in Fig. 5 has a capacity of 128K and is capable of handling 131072 time slots numbered from 0 to 131071. The hardware links 43, 44 are preferably serial interfaces running at for example 65 Mb/s.

As a first example, if the incoming time slot 65535 of the overall switch 40 is to be retrieved by SAB0, the control system software writes the time slot number 65535, in the form of the binary code 0_1111_1111_1111_1111, into the control point 41 associated with SAB0. In this case, the first control code C1 is the most significant bit, a "0", and the second control code C2 comprises the remaining bits of the time slot number. The first control code C1 is provided to the control store 45 in the switch adapter board SAB0 through the hardware link 42, and controls the multiplexor 2/1 MUX associated with the control store 45. In this case, a "0" means that the multiplexor 2/1 MUX is set to be in contact with the first output of the switch module XMB0-0. The first control code C1 is also used to activate one of the hardware links 43 and 44. In this example, a "0" means that the hardware link 43 is activated. Hence, the second control code C2 is provided to the control store 46 in the switch module XMB0-0 and the incoming time slot of the TS-switch module XMB0-0 that corresponds to control code C2, i.e. time slot 65535 in XMB0-0, is retrieved from the first output of the switch module XMB0-0.

As a second example, if the incoming time slot 131071 of the overall switch 40 is to be retrieved by SAB0, the control system software writes the time slot number 131071, in the form of the binary code 1_1111_1111_1111_1111, into the control point 41 associated with SAB0. The first control code C1 is the most significant bit, now a "1", and the second control code C2 comprises the
remaining bits of the time slot number. Since C1 is equal to a "1", the multiplexor 2/1 MUX associated with control store 45 is set to be in contact with the first output of the other switch module XMB1-0. Now, the first control code C1, a "1", activates the hardware link 44, and the second control code C2 is provided to the control store 47 in the switch module XMB1-0. Consequently, the incoming time slot of the TS-switch module XMB1-0 that corresponds to control code C2, i.e. time slot 65535 in XMB1-0, is retrieved from the first output of the switch module XMB1-0.

It is of course necessary to provide address information which decides to which outgoing time slot the retrieved incoming time slot is to be switched. This is preferably realized in the same manner as described in connection with Fig. 3. The address information determines the storage positions in the control stores 45 and 46/47 into which the control codes C1 and C2, respectively, are written. Preferably, conventional write logic receives the control code and address code in question and performs the actual writing of the control code into the corresponding control store according to the associated address code (see Fig. 3 and the addressing unit 28).

The traffic control software just writes the control information associated with a given point-to-point connection to a single point in the same manner as in an equivalent conventional TS-switch core. In this way, the traffic control software need not be concerned about the internal hardware configuration of the communication switch, and traffic control software already developed for conventional non-modular TS-switch cores can be used.

It is important to understand that the first control code C1 has a dual function: First, it acts as control information in the control store of a switch adapter board. Second, it activates one of the hardware links to the control stores in the associated TS-switch modules.
In the examples given above, the first control code C1 was a single bit, since a single bit is capable of differentiating between two different states "0" and "1". However, if the modular communication switch was to include a larger matrix of TS-switch modules XMB, the first control code C1 would have to be more than a single bit. Taking the modular switch of Fig. 4 as an example, an 8 x 8 matrix of TS-switch modules XMB0-0 to XMB7-7 is used. In that case, each switch adapter board includes a 8/1 multiplexer, and the control point associated with the switch adapter board is connected to an individual control store in each one of the TS-modules of a predetermined column in the 8x8 matrix through a respective hardware link.; making up a total of 8 hardware links for each control point. This means that the first control code C1 must be able to represent 8 different states, implying a 3-bit code (2³=8) instead of a single bit code. The 3-bit control code C1 controls the 8/1 multiplexer in the associated switch adapter board, and controls which one of the 8 hardware links that is to be activated.

It is important to understand that the manner in which control information is provided to the control stores according to the invention is applicable to any switch in which control information for a point-to-point connection has to be provided to more than one control store, where the control information for a point-to-point connection includes at least a first control code and a second control code linked together as described above.

Fig. 6 is a schematic flow diagram illustrating a method for providing control information from a control system to control stores in a communication switch, according to a preferred embodiment of the invention. Here, the control information for a point-to-point connection includes at least a first control code and a second control code. In step 51, the first control code is provided, via a control point such as a virtual register, onto a first hardware link so as to transfer the first control code on the link to a first control store. In step 52, the second control code is provided, via the control point which further comprises a decoding activator, onto one of a number of further hardware links in response
to the first control code so as to transfer the second control code on the further link to a further control store connected to the link.

The embodiments described above are merely given as examples, and it should be understood that the present invention is not limited thereto. It is of course possible to embody the invention in specific forms other than those described without departing from the spirit of the invention. Further modifications and improvements which retain the basic underlying principles disclosed and claimed herein are within the scope and spirit of the invention.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A system for providing control information from a control system (1) to control stores (15, 16, 17; 45, 46, 47) in a communication switch (2; 40), characterized in that said system comprises:
   a control point for receiving control information from said control system (1) to distribute said control information to predetermined control stores (15, 16, 17; 45, 46, 47), said control information including at least a first control code (C1) and a second control code (C2);
   a first hardware link (12; 42) providing said first control code (C1) to a predetermined first control store (15; 45);
   a number of selectively active hardware links (13, 14; 43, 44), each one providing, when active, said second control code (C2) from said control point to a respective predetermined further control store (16/17; 46/47); and
   means for activating at least one of said selectively active hardware links (13, 14; 43, 44) in response to said first control code (C1).

2. A system according to claim 1, characterized in that said first hardware link (12; 42) connects said control point to said first control store (15; 45) such that said first control code (C1) is provided from said control point to said first control store (15; 45).

3. A system according to claim 1, characterized in that said activating means is a decoder responsive to said first control code (C1), received at said control point, for decoding said first control code (C1) to determine which one of said selectively active hardware links (13, 14; 43, 44) to activate.

4. A system according to claim 1, characterized in that said activating means is a decoder including:
   a first control input for receiving said first control code (C1);
   a second input for receiving said second control code (C2);
selectively active outputs, each of which is connected to said second input
by an internal connection, and to a respective one of said selectively active
hardware links (13, 14; 43, 44); and
means connected to said first control input for decoding said first control
code (C1) to activate one of said selectively active outputs so as to forward said
second control code (C2) through the activated output, thus activating the
corresponding hardware link.

5. A system according to claim 1,
characterized in that said control point comprises a virtual register, said
control information passing said virtual register flying, and that said control
information is transferred from said control system, via said virtual register, to
said activating means.

6. A system according to claim 1,
characterized in that said activating means is arranged to activate a
single one of said selectively active hardware links (13, 14; 43, 44) in response
to said first control code (C1).

7. A system according to claim 1,
characterized in that said communication switch (2; 40) is a modular or
distributed switch which comprises a number of switch modules (3, 4, 5; SAB,
XMB), and said control stores (15, 16, 17; 45, 46, 47) are arranged in different
switch modules (3, 4, 5; SAB, XMB).

8. A system according to claim 1,
characterized in that said communication switch (2; 40) is a modular or
distributed switch which comprises a number of switch modules (3, 4, 5; SAB,
XMB),
said first control store (15; 45) being arranged in a first switch module (3;
SAB0) operating as a space switch module, said further control stores (16, 17;
46, 47) being arranged respectively in further switch modules (4, 5; XMB0-0, XMB1-0),
said further switch modules (4, 5; XMB0-0, XMB1-0) cooperating with said first space switch module (3; SAB0) such that said first control code (C1) provided to said first control store (15; 45) in said first space switch module (3; SAB0) controls from which one of said further switch modules (4, 5; XMB0-0, XMB1-0) that data should be forwarded as output of the first space switch module (3; SAB0).

9. A system according to claim 8,
characterized in that said further switch modules (4, 5; XMB0-0, XMB1-0) are time-space switch modules, and said second control code (C2) controls read-out of data from said time-space switch modules (4, 5; XMB0-0, XMB1-0).

10. A system according to claim 1,
characterized in that said control point further receives first address information (A1) and second address information (A2) associated with said first control code (C1) and said second control code (C2), respectively, from said control system,
said first address information (A1) being provided together with said first control code (C1) onto said first hardware link (12; 42) and said second address information (A2) being provided together with said second control code (C2) onto at least one of said selectively active hardware links (13, 14; 43, 44), and
in that said system further comprises write logic circuitry (28) for writing said first and second control codes (C1, C2) into said control stores (15, 16, 17; 29; 45, 46, 47) according to said first and second address information (A1, A2), respectively.

11. A system according to claim 10,
characterized in that said first address information (A1) determines the storage position in said first control store (15; 45) into which said first control
code (C1) is written, and said second address information (A2) determines the storage position in said further control stores (16, 17; 46, 47) into which said second control code (C2) is written.

12. A system according to claim 1, characterized in that said first control code (C1) and said second control code (C2) constitute control information for a point-to-point connection through said communication switch (2; 40).

13. A communication switch, characterized in that it comprises the system according to any of the preceding claims.

14. A system for providing control information from a control system (1) to control stores in a communication switch (2; 40), characterized in that said system comprises:

a control point for receiving control information from said control system (1) to distribute said control information to predetermined control stores, said control information including at least a first control code (C1) and a second control code (C2);

a first hardware link (12; 42) providing said first control code (C1) to a predetermined first control store (15; 45);

a number further hardware links (13, 14; 43, 44), each one connecting said control point to a respective predetermined further control store (16/17; 46/47); and

means for providing said second control code (C2) from said control point onto one of said further hardware links (13, 14; 43, 44) in response to said first control code (C1), thus transferring said second control code (C2) to the corresponding further control store.
15. A method for providing control information from a control system to control stores (15, 16, 17; 45, 46, 47) in a communication switch (2; 40), characterized in that the control information for a point-to-point connection includes at least a first control code (C1) and a second control code (C2), and that said method comprises the steps of:

providing said first control code (C1), via a control point, onto a first link (12; 42) to transfer said first control code (C1) to a first control store (15; 45);

providing said second control code (C2), via said control point, onto one of a number of further links (13, 14; 43, 44) in response to said first control code (C1) to transfer said second control code (C2) to a further control store (16/17; 46/47).

16. A system for providing control information from a control system to control stores in a communication switch (40), said communication switch (40) comprising:

a number of time-space switch modules (XMB) which are arrangeable as a matrix having columns and rows, each one of said time-space switch modules (XMB) including:

- a number of input terminals,
- a number of speech stores (SS) arrangeable as a speech store matrix for storing data, each speech store (SS) in a predetermined row of said speech store matrix being connected to the same input terminal for enabling all speech stores (SS) in said speech store row to receive the same set of data;
- a number of multiplexors, each of which is associated with the speech stores (SS) of a respective column of said speech store matrix for retrieving data from said speech stores (SS);
- a number of module control stores (CS), each of which is associated with a respective column of said speech store matrix and with the multiplexor (MUX) that is associated with the same speech store column for controlling the associated multiplexor and the retrieval of data from said speech stores;
- a number of output terminals respectively connected to said multiplexors (MUX); and
a number of switch adapter units (SAB) which are arrangeable in groups, each one of said groups of switch adapter units (SAB) being associated with the time-space switch modules (XMB) of a predetermined row of said switch module matrix for inputting data to the time-space switch modules (XMB) of said row, and with the time-space switch modules (XMB) of a predetermined column of said switch module matrix for outputting data from the switch modules (XMB) of said column;

each switch adapter unit (SAB) in a predetermined group of switch adapter units being associated with a predetermined output terminal position of the time-space switch modules (XMB) in the switch module column associated with said group of switch adapter units and having a controllable selector (2/1 MUX) which is connected to the switch module output terminals at said output terminal position for receiving data from all switch module output terminals at said position to select output data, and a switch adapter control store (45) associated with and controlling said selector (2/1 MUX);

said system comprising:

a number of control points, each of which receives control information for a point-to-point connection to distribute said control information to control stores in the switch;

a number of primary hardware links (42);

a number of secondary hardware links (43, 44);

each one of said control points being associated with a respective switch adapter unit (SAB), and connected to the switch adapter control store (45) through a predetermined primary hardware link (42) for providing a first part (C1) of said control information to said switch adapter control store (45), and connected to module control stores (46, 47) in the time-space switch modules (XMB) of the column of switch modules that is associated with the group of switch adapter units in which the respective switch adapter unit is located through predetermined secondary hardware links (43, 44), respectively;

and

means for providing a second part (C2) of said control information from said control point onto one of said secondary hardware links (43/44) in
response to said first control information part (C1), thus transferring said second control information part (C2) to the corresponding module control store (46, 47).
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